
THE FRAGILITY OF LIFE 
THE FIRST DAY OF LIVING IN 

THE FRONTLINE CITY



What is life like in a city on the frontline?

It is an hourly “Where are you?” and “How 
are you?” checks. You try and keep in touch 
as much as possible to know where a 
person is in case of danger. There is a clear 
feeling that tomorrow may actually never 
come. And everything that used to be 
important: mandatory events, plans, 
meetings and expectations... turned 
absolutely useless in no time.

I am from the Russified Ukrainian city of 
Kharkiv. Before the war, I would normally 
speak Ukrainian at work while at home we 
were accustomed to speak Russian. Now I 
am trying to shift to the Ukrainian language 
in full. I seek to write and communicate 
more often in Ukrainian.

My name is Olena and I am 47. I realized 
that the war was coming on February 23. 
When my son, who works in the patrol 
police called me and said, “Mum, pack a go 
bag”. The body got numb and cold. I tried to 
calm myself down, saying that it was a mock 
alert.

But at 5 a.m. on February 24, my son woke 
me up saying: “the War”. Through the closed 
curtains I could hear explosions... From the 
height of our 16th floor we, in fact, not only 
heard the noise of the explosions, but also 
saw blazing and dark smoke from fires... 
Having helped my son to go and work for a 
day, I rushed to pack the most necessary 
items. It was unclear what to do next.

CONFUSION, THE STATE OF 
ANOTHER REALITY, ANGER AND 
INCREDIBLE WISH TO “WAKE UP”. 
THE FAMILY COUNCIL DECIDED TO 
STAY.

February 24. February 25. The days were 
filled with overwhelming fear, unbearable 
anxiety, shelling artillery and flying jet 
fighters. We have no shelter in the house. 
The sleep is patchy, accompanied with 
bombardments. Dreams are empty and 
black. The fear is like a cocoon. The news 
keeps featuring where and what has hit our 
land and that our guys keep the defense.

It was on the 26th, in the evening, that I 
received a message from a woman, whom I 
had met doing some charity work — “Lena, I 
am looking for a car tomorrow to buy foods 
for children’s oncology department, there 
kids are nearly starving... they are eating 
what doctors can buy”. I said to my husband:

“Shall we take them?”

“Yes, we need to do something, otherwise 
we will go mad”.

There were long queues to food stores. It 
took us one and a half hours to get there. 
The shelves were half empty...A call. “Lena, 
everything changes, it is urgent to take blood 
components for children. Could you do 
that?.. To another part of the city, which is 
under shelling”.

I will never forget. The third day of the war. 
The blood transfusion center building that 
had been attacked. Its dark corridor with a 
dim bulb. People standing in a queue to 
become donors. The personnel working in 
the cellar. Being reserved and tired. “Could 
you wait? We’ll give you some more, there is 
also type B, we’ve just processed it.”

We looked at the doctors with reverence 
and admiration. Where? Where do they take 
so much energy? Oh, by heaven, they are 
heroes...



I will never forget the way we delivered 
those blood components across the city 
under constant shelling. I will not forget 
keeping blood plasma warm in by hands 
being afraid that my hands were cold, while 
the doctor was imploring to keep it at 20°C 
minimum.

I will not forget the call while we were going. 
“Lena, we’ve been told that you are carrying 
blood. We are being shelled. Stay in a 
cellar”. I got a lump in the throat and said, 
“Thank you for warning”. A powerful missile 
hit near the “Sportyvna” underground 
station — the bang was so strong that we 
instinctively bent down... My quiet words to 
the husband and the niece sitting next to 
me with a box full of blood components, 
“Well, shall we move on slowly?”

I WILL NEVER FORGET 
DOCTORS’ EYES IN CHILDREN’S 
ONCOLOGY, AS THEY HAD BEEN 
STAYING IN THE CELLAR WITH 
THE CHILDREN FOR TWO 
DAYS,“...ARE YOU ALIVE, 
GUYS?... THANK YOU.”
It was our first trip after the war started. We 
became volunteers.

The fourth... the fifth... the sixth day. No dreams 
at all. It is as if you did not exist.

The hardest thing for me happened a week 
later, when the city was shuddering 24 hours a 
day non-stop from “Grads” and “Iskanders”.

The elevator did not work in our apartment 
block and so we took the stairs to the 16th 
floor. A phone call with a request to help 
evacuate elderly people from a private 
palliative care home. A cluster bomb hit the 
house where they were living.

When we arrived, the house was damaged 
with projectile fragments, the windows were 
broken and scattered all around. The 
personnel who had been taking care of the 
elderly fled. They took the old people from 
their rooms and left them on the floor 
between the floors. Three floors full of old 
people lying... Good Lord, how did I cope with 
that challenge? No idea... The rancid air, the 
odor of elderly feebleness, urine and feces. 
There were puddles even on the floor.

Some people could walk but inadequate. I 
dressed up those who could walk themselves. 
While I was doing that, one old lady kept 
saying, “Are we in a jewel box? Is it such a 
house? A cube? Will it be quiet? Will you not 
leave?”... My heart was breaking up...

We took five persons, those who could walk, 
covered them in blankets and put them into 
the car. Those who could not walk, stayed. A 
paralyzed women, who was conscious. She 
looked at me imploring to change her nappy 
as there were only men there. I calmed her 
down, “I will close you with a blanket. Don’t 
worry”. It was hard for me to change it. My 
weight of 50 kg, and hers of about 90. I hardly 
managed. I felt sick. From the view and odor. I 
vomited.

Men started taking downstairs on the 
blankets those who were bed ridden. Crying 
and groaning. One woman in her eighties, 
with the notes of superiority in her voice kept 
repeating, “Call my mum. She is worrying. My 
mum is a plant director”. Everybody 
comforted her, saying, “We’ve already called 
her...”

HOW? HOW CAN I FORGET 
THEIR EYES? THEIR DEEPLY 
LINED SKIN AND THESE WORDS, 
“ARE WE IN A CUBE?”



The most terrible thing is abandonment. You 
are not needed. God damn the war. Hatred.

The first dream came on the eighth day.

The war has been ongoing for over three 
months now. Pain, fear. Losses of friends... 
The sky is full of other feelings and senses.

It is the time when the rolling thunder does 
not frighten any more. The time when the 
crash of artillery beyond the horizon energizes 
you.

THE LAST DAY OF MAY. IT 
IS WARM AND THE SKY IS 
OCHRE. WE ARE AT HOME. I 
STILL SEEK TO WAKE UP...

Olena Fedotova,
volunteer,
Kharkiv




